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Abstract: Nowadays, there exist different offers to find the solution of the building
evacuation problem. As we analyze in the state of the art, this problem can be studied
from different perspectives and even as a problem of optimization considering different
objectives. We can wonder on which is the most suitable formulation and the response can
be as confusing as saying that it depends on our aims. The more important things to study
the ideal building evacuation, understood as the distribution of the occupants towards the
exits that achieves the minimal evacuation time, are the valid principles for any formulation
of the problem. One of them appears in the present work. To expose the principle, we use
graphical procedures that are applied to the optimization of the enclosure evacuation. In
the exposed procedure, speeds and constant flows of traffic are considered to model the
movement of the persons. Ways and possible delays in the beginning of the bulging
evacuation are studied.
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1

Introduction

A lot of dangerous situations can occur in buildings: Fires, gas leaks, toxic clouds in
immediate zones, catastrophic atmospheric phenomena, bombs threaten, collective
uncontrolled reactions and other circumstances in which the occupants look for the
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exits desperately. In front of any contingency of considerable magnitude, the
occupants should have the possibility of leaving the building rapidly and safely.
The occupants’ evacuation is one of the most important concepts of the buildings
safety. In principle, the buildings are safe if they are constructed according to
certain procedures, dictated by procedure and regulations of construction and
safety against fires. In them, the dimensions of the evacuation elements are
established: minimal widths and maximum length of the ways. Nevertheless, in the
relation between the occupants and the enclosure, a lot of questions remain
without answer: Which is the necessary time for the building evacuation?, which is
the distribution towards every exit that obtains a minimal evacuation time?, what
happen if the occupants' totality try to use the same exit?, which is the effect of
increase the width of an emergency exit?.
In some buildings it is possible to carry out shams of evacuation: educational
centers, certain industrial centers and other cases, but in the majority it is not
possible. They are not viable, for example, in commercial or recreative centers
occupied by hundreds of persons. In these cases, to solve some of the raised
aspects and to have certain knowledge of the problem magnitude and their
possible solutions it is necessary to use quantitative technologies of analysis.
2

The problem of the building evacuation: State of the art

The study of the problem begins with the analysis of cases where we try to identify
the determinant factors of the development of big sinister. The above mentioned
situations, in the majority of cases, are related to fires. From this perspective,
regulations and technical prescriptions applicable to the design and to the
utilization of the buildings have been written. From the multitude of studied cases,
they deserve special attention the analysis of the fire of the theatre of Edinburgh in
1911, because it was a pioneering work in the study of the human locomotion, and
the investigations of the occupants performance and in general the evolution of the
events instants after materializing the attempts of the World Trade Center of New
York of September 11, 2001. These researches include several disciplines. The
investigative effort is very important, because it goes far beyond of the traditional
study of cases.
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A deeper study of the building evacuation problem is tied to the evaluation of
quantitative aspects. An essential element for this study is the knowledge of the
movement of the persons. The first document of reference is the report of the
London Transport Board (1958), more rigorous works are developed in the eighties
(Fruins, 1971–1987) in the USA and Pauls (1980, 1984, 1996) in Canada. In the
same time, the researches developed previous years in the USSR by Predtechenskii
and Milinskii (1969-1978) are divulged. The models of Fruins and Pauls are
synthesized in diverse manuals of the Society of Fire Protection Engineering
(Nelson, 1996). In the line of the models developed in the USSR, reference of
Kholshenikov (2006) publications exists.
The first publications of mathematical models which try to estimate the time of
building evacuation owe to Togawa (1955) and to Melinnek and Booth (1975).
These constitute a fundamental step in the solution of the problem, but operative
research

contributes

the

effective

solution.

From

this

discipline,

the

first

formulation of the problem of the building evacuation owes to Francis (1979, 1981)
using the algorithm of Brown (1979) for the resolution. The first author who use
flow nets was Berlin (1980). Francis with Chalment and Saunders (1982) in a later
publication study the building evacuation by flow nets, and later, Francis and Kisko
realize the program EVACNET (1984, 1985), one application developed in FORTRAN
77 that allows to determine evacuation times as well as the ideal distribution of the
occupants towards the exits.
In the same line of deterministic models and flow nets, years later Choi, Hamacher
and Tufekcy (1988) consider the problem as a situation of flow nets with capacity
restrictions and arches with changeable capacity, providing greedy algorithms for
the solution of certain structures. In the nineties Hope and Tardos (1994, 1995)
contribute interesting solutions by polynomial algorithms based on the works of
Minieka (1973) and Megiddo (1974, 1979). At the beginning of the current decade
the works developed by Tjandra and Hamacher (2003, 2004), are really significant.
Their contributions are very valuable to solve the problem by flow nets. Another
approach to the problem is the realized (Kostreva, 1991; Getachew, 1992, 2000;
Wiecek, 1992, 1993), who formulate the building evacuation as a multiobjective
problem. Continuing this line of research we find Lo and Huang (2000, 2006,
2008). Other more recent solutions with interesting contributions are the
formulated (Gupta & Yadav, 2004), as well as the heuristic solution for changeable
flow nets (Lu, Huanng & Shekhar, 2003, 2003, 2005).
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The problem also has been studied from a stochastic perspective, with models that
contribute with major realism but its resolution is more laborious. The most
emphasized authors in this line (Smith, 1984, 1985, 1996; Lovas, 1992, 1995,
1998). In the first formulations, they use tails nets whose solution is based on the
algorithms of Resier and Lavenberg (1978, 1980), later they contribute proper
solutions and in some cases they solve the complex tails nets by simulation.
In the last years, the studies that have proliferated more are the simulations. As a
pioneer document, it is necessary to mention the work realized Weinroth (1989),
as well as numerous programs: EXITT, EVACSIM, EXIT-89, TIMTEX, STEPS, CRISP,
ASERI, PEDGO, PEDROUTE, and WAY OUT between others. Of all the known
applications, possibly the most spread correspond to the program SI-MULEX
(Thomson, 1995) and EXODUS (Galea, 1993, 1994, 2001), both developed in the
United Kingdom and available commercially.
3

The problem of the enclosure evacuation

With the term "enclosure" we indicate a zone of a building occupied by a certain
number of persons from which there exists at least a way of evacuation that leads
to a safe zone. The problem is relevant when the number of occupants is
considerable and several exits exist.
We represent an enclosure in the figure (Figure 1), with k occupants uniformly
distributed, and with n possible exits, placed in such a way that there does not
exist interference in the movement of the occupants who go to each of them.

Figure 1. “Example of enclosure”.
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For each of the exits, j = 1, 2, …, n, it is possible to suppose a certain flow fj that
allows to know the evacuation function tj(xj)

0 ≤ xj ≤ k. This function, strictly

increasing tj(xj) ≥ 0 ∀xj y tj(xj) = 0 si xj = 0, indicates the time that xj persons will
need to go out of the enclosure if they use the j exit
The problem consists in finding the number of people xj that must use each exit to
minimize the total time of evacuation. If n independent exits exist, there will be n
ways or different routes from evacuation. The evacuation time of the enclosure will
be the duration of the longest way, defined by the instant in which the last
occupant reaches the exterior.
Calling z to the evacuation time, we obtain the target function (1), which holds the
restrictions defined in (2) and (3).

Min (z) = Max [t 1 ( x 1 ), . . . t n ( x n )]

(1)

x1 + x 2 + . . . + x n = k

(2)

x 1 ≥ 0, x 2 ≥ 0 , . . . , x n ≥ 0

(3)

If k persons must go out of the enclosure, necessarily there must be fulfilled that
the number of persons evacuated among all the routes is equal to k, the total
number of occupants. It is not possible that the number of persons who use a
certain route is a negative number and in the problem formulation xj has not been
established as an entire value when it necessarily must be entire.

Figure 2. “Modeling the incorporations to the exits”.

The evacuation function tj(xj) is obtained from the persons’ movement model
proposed by J. Fruins (1987). The process of flow formation can be analyzed in the
figure 2. There, when the alarm sign is produced, the occupants in any place go to
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the j exit. This exit registers a specific flow fej whose magnitude is supposed
constant during all the evacuation. From this, we obtain the flow fj:

f j = f e, j × w j

(4)

Being wj the minimal width of the j exit. Supposing that all the occupants initiate
the evacuation in the same instant of time, the evacuation function tj(xj) has the
following expression:

t j (x j ) =

xj

(5)

fj

In case of delays at the beginning of the evacuation which cause that the
occupants carry out a way lj to the exit, the evacuation function include the terms
t0,j y t1,j:
t j ( x j ) = t o, j + t 1, j +

xj

(6)

fj

where t0,j indicates the time that use the occupants of the j exit who delay the
beginning of the evacuation. This is an estimated value that depends on diverse
factors: type of building, characteristics of the occupants, communication systems
and signposting. In the other hand, t1,j indicates the time that the occupants of the
j route need to reach the exit. Supposing constant speed during the interval of
evacuation time, and lj the ways, we obtain:

t1, j =

lj

(7)

vl

tj (xj) (seconds)

EVACUATION FUNCTION

xj (persons)

Figure 3. “Evacuation function”.
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The graphical representation of the evacuation function is showed in the figure 3.
There, the ordinate in the origin represents the time that the occupants use to
reach the exit, which is the addition of the evacuation delay time and the time of
the way.
4

Solution of the problem

To solve the problem from the evacuation functions tj(xj) of each exits, it is
necessary to find their inverse functions called pj(z), which show the number of
persons who can go out of the enclosure using the exit j in a z time.

pj(z) (persons)

INVERSE EVACUATION FUNCTION

z (seconds)

Figure 4. “Inverse evacuation function”.

the analytical solution presents some difficulties as: to determine the inverse
evacuation functions pj(z), to evaluate the total evacuation function P(z), to solve
the equation for k occupants and finally to solve the assignment of every exit. The
graphical procedure formulated by R. L. Francis (1979) to solve the problem when
the evacuation functions are monotonous, turns out to be relatively simple. This
procedure has been generalized considering ways and delays at the beginning of
the evacuation, and it has been transformed to use calculation tools, turning out to
be the following procedure:
•

To determine for every exit j the evacuation function tj(xj).

•

From the evacuation function tj(xj), find the inverse evacuation function
pj(z) for each of the exits. It is necessary to represent the evacuation
function tj(xj) placing the times of evacuation z in the abscissas axis and the
number of persons pj(z) in the ordinate axis.
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To carry out the graphical representation of the total evacuation function
PT(z) that indicates the total number of persons who can go out of the
enclosure in a z time. If the exits are independent, it is enough to add the
corresponding values of each one, represented by the functions pj(z).

•

To place the occupants number of the enclosure k in the ordinate axis. To
plan from this point a horizontal line up to the intersection with PT(z). Later,
from the point of intersection draw a vertical line. In the abscissas axis one
can read the necessary time for the evacuation of k occupants, which is the
minimal time of evacuation z*.

•

From the intersections of the vertical line with the functions pj(z) of each
exit, horizontal lines are planned. That allows to establish in the ordinate
axis the assignment pj(z*) of each exit j.

p j (z*) = x j *
•

(8)

Finally one must check that all the occupants have been evacuated:

x1 * + .... + x n * = p1 (z*) + ...... + p n * (z*) = k

(9)

The precision of the results will depend on the size of the graph as well as on the
visual keenness of the readings.
5

Study of an enclosure evacuation

We suppose an rectangular enclosure of 60 x 40 m. with an insertion in the low
face of 16.5 x 18 m., which turns out to be an approximately a total surface of
2100 m2. It has 3 independent exits and ways, with surface aj (m2) which go to
each of the exits, with a minimal width wj (m) and an evacuation way of lj (m). In
the enclosure there are 610 persons distributed uniformly. The characteristics of
the enclosure are summarized in the following table:
j
1
2
3

wj
2.0
1.6
1.2

lj
35
25
20

aj
90
75
70

Table 1. “Characteristics of the enclosure”.
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CASE 1: Delays and evacuation ways are not considered

It is supposed that delays do not take place at the beginning of the evacuation. In
the moment when the alarm rings, xj occupants go automatically to the corridor of
exit j, being constant the traffic flows and in one direction. Evacuation ways are not
considered. Continuing the process detailed previously, representing graphically in
the figure 5.
•

To determine for every exit j the function of evacuation tj(xj).

•

From the evacuation function tj(xj), find the inverse evacuation function
pj(z) for each of the exits. To obtain this, the evacuation function should be
represented tj(xj) placing the evacuation times z in the abscissas axis and
the number of persons pj(z) in the ordinate axis.
p1 ( z ) = 2.17 z

p2 ( z ) = 1.73 z

p3 ( z ) = 1.30 z

z≥0

OPTIMAL EVACUATION SITUATION 1
750
700
650
600
550
500

P(z) Persons

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50

190

170
180

130
140
150
160

70
80
90
100
110
120

50
60

0
10
20
30
40

0

z Time (s)
Exit 1

Exit 2

Exit 3

Total

Figure 5. “Solution case 1”.

•

Carry out the graphical representation of the total evacuation function PT(z)
that indicates the total number of persons who can go out in a z time. If the
exits are independent, it is enough to add the corresponding values of each
one of them represented by the functions pj(z).
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PT ( z ) = p1 ( z ) + p2 ( z ) + p3 ( z ) = 5.20 z

z≥0

To place the occupants’ number of the enclosure k = 610 in the ordinate

•

axis. To plan from this point a horizontal line up to the intersection with
PT(z), later, from the point of intersection draw a vertical line. In the
abscissas axis, one can read the necessary evacuation time of 610
occupants, which is the minimal time of evacuation z* = 118 seconds.
From the intersections of the vertical line with the functions pj(z) of each

•

exit, plan horizontal lines, which allow to establish in the ordinate axis the
assignment pj(z*) of each exit j.

p1 (z) = 254 persons

p 2 (z) = 204 persons

p 3 (z) =152 persons

Finally one must check that all occupants have been evacuated:

•

p1 (z) + p 2 (z) + p 3 (z) = 254 + 204 + 152 = 610 persons
The solution of the problem can be obtained for any number of occupants, between
0 and 750, approximately.
5.2

CASE 2: Ways of evacuation are considered

In this case delays at the beginning of the evacuation are not admitted, but ways
lj, which the occupants of the enclosure must carry out to come up to the exit are
considered. The traffic speed and the flow are constant during all the evacuation.
Of the expression (7) we obtain the evacuation function of each exit:

t1 ( x1 ) = 52.5 +
From

the

1
x1
2.17

evacuation function

t 2 ( x2 ) = 37.5 +

1
x2
1.73

tj(xj), we represent

t3 ( x3 ) = 30 +

1
x3
1.30

graphically the inverse

evacuation function pj(z) of each exit and we find the total evacuation function
PT(z). Doing the same process of the previous case, we obtain the solution of the
figure 6.
The evacuation time is z* =159 seconds and the assignment towards each exit:

p1 (z) = 230 persons

p 2 (z) = 210 persons

p 3 (z) =170 persons

If we add all these values, we obtain the totality of the occupants of the enclosure.

p1 (z) + p 2 (z) + p 3 (z) = 230 + 210 + 170 = 610 persons
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OPTIMAL EVACUATION SITUATION 2
750
700
650
600
550
500

P(z) Persons

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50

170
180
190

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

0

z Time (s)
Exit 1

Exit 2

Exit 3

Total

Figure 6. ”Solution case 2”.

5.3

CASE 3: Evacuation ways and delays are considered

In this case besides the evacuation ways, we consider a delay of 25 seconds in the
exit 1. This time passes between the instant in which the sign of alarm takes place
and the moment in which the occupants of the enclosure initiate the evacuation
towards this exit. In this case, the evacuation function of the exit 1 has the
following expression:

t1 ( x1 ) = 77.5 +

1
x1
2.17

The remaining evacuation functions take the same value that in the previous case.
Proceeding equally like the previous cases, we obtain the graph of the figure 7.
The optimal evacuation time z* =170 seconds and the ideal distribution respect the
evacuation condition of 610 occupants:

p1 (z) = 200 persons

p 2 (z) = 230 persons
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OPTIMAL EVACUATION SITUATION 3
750
700
650
600
550
500

P(z) Persons

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

0

z Time (s)
Exit 1

Exit 2

Exit 3

Total

Figure 7. “Solution case 3”.

6

Conclusions

In the present work, we have obtained the ideal distribution of the occupants
towards the exits, with the minimal evacuation time in the three cases. To achieve
the ideal enclosure evacuation, in the conditions of the problem formulation,
without capacity restrictions in the destinations and independent ways, there exists
a basic principle: The evacuation times registered in each of the exits must be
identical.
This principle can be reasoned easily, since the time of evacuation is determined by
the instant in which the last occupant leaves the building. If the number of
occupants who go to an exit increase, it prove a major evacuation time.
Necessarily, in the rest of exits the assignment turns out to be minor and in
consequence, they have a minor the time of evacuation. Nevertheless the time of
evacuation of the building is determined by the time of evacuation of the first exit,
which has been increased. Equally, if we assign fewer occupants to one exit, in at
least one of other exits the assignment should be major. That would increase the
evacuation time and this time would be the one that determine the evacuation time
of the enclosure. These changes do not drive to an ideal solution. We observe that
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to manage the minimal evacuation time of an enclosure, if the outflows are
independent, it is necessary to achieve the distribution that produces identical
times of evacuation.
With more or less difficulty, almost always it is possible to obtain the evacuation
function of an exit of analytical form, estimating the number of persons who can go
out of the enclosure. Repeating the process for all the exits of the enclosure, the
rest of evacuation functions will be obtained and finally it will be possible to
determine the condition of balance that leads to the ideal problem solution. If the
problem is formulated by other procedures as tails nets or simulation, the approach
to determine the optimal solution of the problem would be exactly the same one.
With the mentioned procedures, the evacuation functions would be obtained, and
the optimal solution would be calculated from the principle of balance: the minimal
time of evacuation and the distribution of the occupants towards the exits that
leads the same one.
Another distinguished characteristic from the graphical procedure is that makes
possible to determine which would be the results of the problem with changes in
the number of occupants, the width of the exits, the ways of evacuation, or
response variations to the alarm sign. It is a very useful tool for the persons who
design and manage the buildings safety.
Appendix data sources for modeling evacuations
Fruins (1971 – 1987) models of occupation and movement of people.
Level of service
Average area occupancy
( sq. m. / person )
Density
( person / sq. m )
Inter.-person spacing
(m)

A
> 1.21
< 0.83
> 1.22

B
1.21
0.93
0.83
1.08
1.22
1.07

C
0.93
0.65
1.08
1.54
1.07
0.91

D
0.65
0.28
1.54
3.58
0.91
0.61

E
0.28
0.19
3.58
5.38
< 0.61

D
0.71
1.07
70.17
60.96
49.21
65.62

E
1.07
2.15
60.96
33.53
65.62
82.02

F
< 0.19
> 5.38
Contact

Table 2. “Occupation/queuing”.
Level of service
Average area occupancy
( sq. m / person )
Sped
( m / min.)
Specific flow
( Pers./ m min.)

A
< 0.30
> 79.25
< 22.97

B
0.30
0.43
79.25
76.20
22.97
32.81

C
0.43
0.71
76.20
70.10
32.81
49.21

F
> 2.15
< 33.53
> 82.02

Table 3. “Walkway”.
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Level of service
Average area occupancy
( sq. m / person )
Speed
( m / min.)
Specific flow
( Pers./ m min.)

A
< 0.53
> 38.01
< 16.40

©© JIEM, 2009 – 2(3): 499-516 - ISSN: 2013-0953

B
0.53
0.71
38.01
36.58
16.40
22.97

C
0.71
1.07
36.58
35.05
22.97
32.81

D
1.07
1.53
35.05
32.00
32.81
42.65

E
1.53
2.69
32.00
25.91
42.65
55.77

F
> 2.69
< 25.91
> 55.77

Table 4. “Descending stairway”.
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